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Represented by:

1,785mm
252mm
620mm×586mm×69mm （W×H×D）
Fixed
Min.497　Max.1,468 (center part)
Optional
8×10in,10×8in～14×17in,17×14in
Compatible with a variety of types
(There can be limitations based onthe specifications of each company)

One touch centering system
Manual 
One quick handle (Both sides)
Fixed by floor anchor or combined with wall anchor 
About 85kg
Safety grip, auxiliary weight, Anchor bolts

Total height
Total width
Dimensions of image receiving parts
Bucky Device
Up-down moving stroke
Cassette DR
Film size
Photo timer

Cassette tray
Up/down operation
Adjustable lock switch
Installation shape
Weight of main body
Attachments

Dimensional outline drawing　Unit: mm

Standard specifications

Options

E_S

The specifications and exterior may change without notice due to updates.
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Good value

High 
performance

Smart design

�e concepts of PENCIL are a�ordability, 
ease of use and gentleness. 

●For long lasting usage.

●Standardized safety grip 
    with a new shape. 

We o�er service parts such as covers, caps and 
aprons for long lasting usage.
These can be exchanged with ease making it 
possible to use this system while keeping up its 
appearance for a long time.

●Both the appearance and feel are soft.
The �xed grid system image receiving part is 
designed with both a soft appearance and a 
soft feel.soft.

●Correspondence with cassette DR.
DR speci�cations are applicable with the 
Cassette DR attachment  (optional).

●Correspondence vertically and horizontally
     for each size cassette with one touch. 
    (Patent pending) 

Is compatible with photo timers of various companies.  
(Con�rmation needed)

●Su�cient amount of
    necessary strokes.

The main body is small but the 
su�cient amount of necessary 
strokes at a high end of 
1,468mm and a low end of 
497mm (the center part) is 
ensured.

●STOP or MOVE is performed with one touch

Moving up and down is carried out 
smoothly with the [One quick 
handle] on the right and left sides.
This enables superior operability and 
prevents of mistaken operation.

Handle for lateral 
radiography

Support cassette 
holder

Self-support base 
board

Moving base with 
casters attached

Gonad protector 
(with casters attached) 


